A novel equation of state for the prediction of thermodynamic properties of fluids.
This work proposes a new equation of state (EOS) based on molecular theory for the prediction of thermodynamic properties of real fluids. The new EOS uses a novel repulsive term, which gives the correct hard sphere close packed limit and yields accurate values for hard sphere and hard chain virial coefficients. The pressure obtained from this repulsive term is corrected by a combination of van der Waals and Dieterici potentials. No empirical temperature functionality of the parameters has been introduced at this stage. The novel EOS predicts the experimental volumetric data of different compounds and their mixtures better than the successful EOS of Peng and Robinson. The prediction of vapor pressures is only slightly less accurate than the results obtained with the Peng-Robinson equation that is designed for these purposes. The theoretically based parameters of the new EOS make its predictions more reliable than those obtained from purely empirical forms.